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GENERAL HIGHWAY .TYPE MORPHOLOGY SEEN ON MANY OF THE MEDIAL 
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>ABSTRACT<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
THIS THESIS STUDIES THE ENVIRONMENT OF CLAST TRANSPORT IN THE 
MEDIAL MORAINES OF TRIDENT AND CASTNER GLACIERS IN THE ALASKA RANGE 
ALASKA. IN ADDITION, THE CLAST REWORKING PROCESSES AND DEBRIS 
SOURCES FOR THE TERMINAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER ARE EXAMINED. 
MODELS ARE THEN CONSTRUCTED TO ATTEMPT TO ACCOUNT FOR THE OBSERVATIONS 
MADE FROM THE DATA COLLECTED ON THE TWO STUDY GLACIERS. THE FOLLOW-
ING CONCLUSIONS CAN THEN BE DRAWN AFTER MODEL ANALYSIS: 
(1) TRIDENT GLACIER AND CASTNER GLACIER MEDIAL CLAST STRIATION 
CHARACTERISTICS CAN BEST BE EXPLAINED IN TERMS OF THE DOWN-ICE MODEL 
FOR THESE GLACIERS WITH DOMINANTLY ISI TYPE MEDIAL MORAINES. 
(2) SUBROUNDING OF CLASTS IN THE MEDIAL MORAINES OF TRIDENT GLACIER 
CAN AGAIN BEST BE EXPLAINED IN TERMS OF THE DOWN-ICE MODEL. 
(3) THE ISI MEDIAL MORAINAL TYPE CAN BE SUBDIVIDED INTO AN ISil AND 
AN ISI2 TYPE MEDIAL MORAINE BASED ON THE MODELING DONE ON TRIDENT AND 
CASTNER GLACIER. 
(4) THE TERMINAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER SHOWS TWO DIFFERENT ENVIRON-
MENTS. IN THE FIRST ENVIRONMENT GLACIALLY TRANSPORTED DEBRIS IS 
THE DOMINANT COMPONENT IN THE DEBRIS PACKAGE WHILE IN THE SECOND 
ENVIRONMENT MELTWATER CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEBRIS PACKAGE IS HIGHLY 
VISIBLE. 
(6) THERE IS A SUBGLACIAL COMPONENT IN THE DEBRIS PACKAGE OF THE 
TERMINAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER VISIBLE DUE TO THE ADDITION OF 




TREND OF THE SUBGLACIALLY CONTRIBUTED DEBRIS DOES NOT REQUIRE THE 
OPERATION OF THE SHEAR PLANE MODEL TO EXPLAIN THE ELEVATIONAL LO-
CATION OF THE BASAL DEBRIS. 
• • lL 
• 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Trident glacier and Castner glaciers, 
are the subject of this study. They are located on the north 
side of the Alaska Range, Alaska toward the center of 
the range (Fig. 1). Both glaciers'exhibit multiple medial 
moraines which generally appear to originate at nunataks. The 
terminal zones show extensive debris cover 
The catchment area of Trident glacier is very rug-
ged and mountainous due to the presence of igneous litholo-
gies while the catchment area of Castner glacier is less rug-
ged and is dominated by schists. 
1 
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TRIDENT GLACIER, Trident glacier has three 
major tributaries which join to form the trunk glacier. 
(Fig. 1). In plan view the glacier as a whole 
resembles the trident, the favorite weapon of the 
g:reek god of the oceans, Poseidon. This is th·e probable ori,..;. 
g_in of. the glacier name. The catchment area of Trident 
gla·c-i.er is approximately 100 square kilometers while the 
trunk p.clr·tion of the ,glacier is appr.qx.imately 14 km in length 
:and 3. l kni: ·in width . The highest peak in t·he catchment ar.e.~ 
of the glac~er is Mt. Hayes: (13,832 feet or 4214 meters). 
The :m(!,Jori ty of the medial moraines: of Trident Glacie.r· 
origin~te at glacial tributary conflueti~~~: by the joining 6f 
v·alley wall la·teral debris... Th~·: :Pc:tra11e-l we.11: developed 
Iii.ed·ial .mo.r:a.in:Efs hav·e· the. app~aran.ce Q::f highw~ys oµ. ··t-.h~ ~ut:~. 
face: of t·he _glaci.et· ·· .The· IDedi·al morain:e.s Vq,ry in ~leva-
tio:n above the d:eljris: free suri'ac.e of the :gl.:acier. Most me-
dia.ls :s:t:and 2- t.o 3 :meter:s above the surface o·i .the glacie.r 
alt.hough a :f·ew -are nearly level with the. ·clean: 
i:ce ·surf:i3ic~ e>f ·th~ -g·lati·er·.. The di£ f·er·ence· irt elev·ati.on is 
apparently c,au~ed -by. dif.f ere:n·tial ao·lat·ion. This ide·a. is 
corroborat~d. by the observ ..ati·o·n t.ha.£ the highest surf ac.e ele~· 
vation 1s seen in debr-is· ric:h moraines while the lowe·st 





Most of the medial moraines of Trident Glacier begin 
immediately below a tributary junction. However a few 
medials (TRll.5, TR12, TR13) require ablation to be 
expressed at the surface. In such cases where ablation 
is required for surf ace expression to occur, the sourcing: 
ciutcrop is most commonly a small headwall projeqtion: .locat:e·d 
·aLove snowline as. opposed to an ice engulfed nunatak. 
The :i.ndividual medial moraines_ of Trident glacie_r have 
dif:.f.e:re-n·t. ~11d; ·dis.tinct li tho logic- compositions because t_he 
c·pPJposition is dete~mined by the li.thologies· pres_ent .along 
:th-e valley wall adjacent to the tributary glacier above its-
c,onfluence with other tributaries. In ·the cat·chment area 
,. . .. 
th-e :med.ial moraines of T.r.ident glacie_r ~:re.r usually separ.-
ated f r·om each o·t:her:: b.y the white ic·e· o.f the glacier. 
f l..owi11g_ glaci:er :ice to a distance of ap.p·roxim;ately 10 km from 
t.he t-ermi-nus wh .. e_:~~ def:ini tion is .. los:t .among th·e 
-indiv·_id:ual :~e:di._a:ls -as .mixi:ng o·ccur·s •. The. ntixing -is. 
gue to m.e:ltwater tr~n.s_po·rt· of: qe-bri,s: and ·si·iding :Of :debr·i.s 
~ 
I 
off o.f· t'.he sides of e·levatecl m~dial_s- de-velo:ped on -the_: 
sur-face of t·he .g-1.ac::ier due to :dif.fer~:riti.:al. mel't-ittg,.-
The ·"·teroiin·a.1 zc)n~:·,r- ·of Tride-ri:t :_g.laG.:i~r is -6 km .. i,n length 
:leti~th ·iind co:nsis:t·:s o.f · a. ·de:bri:s covered zone ·wh·e·re the indi ~ 
. r~ 
vidu·al medial rrforaines are no longer dist,i:ngu_is.hable and 







port play increasingly important roles. A streamcut 
dissects the lower region of the terminus and extends 
2 to 3 km up ice from the base of the terminal zone. The 
terminal zone abutts an ice cored end moraine of probable 
Holocene age. The Holocene end moraine is anchored by a re-
markably dense vegetation cover consisting dominantly of app-
roximately 2 m high alders. The Holocene end moraine may 
b.e damming the bulldozing action of the more recent terminal 
zone. The age difference between the terminal zone and the 
·end moraine is imm.e·dia:tely evident from the exte.nt of veg-
~tation cover ~n the, ~hd moraine as opposed to the total lack 
of vegetation in ·the· t·erinihal zone. Another indicator of age 
in the gl_aci~l- enyir:onm_e.nt is the degree to which clasts 
:·end mora.inal. deb.r:is and. a .yc>.µnger age for the terminal zone 
.deb:ri-s. ·1.:n ·the end morain·e the surface clasts are often 
w.ea·th·ered: ·to: ·the point :-of c.rumbling from band pressure 
wh.i._le t:ho·se in· ·th:e· ·tetmirtal zone are qµite :fresh and 
·break. 'l'he li-thologies of clasts in the et1d· moraine: 
N O O O 0 
.-can: .oft-~n· q11·ly be· g.ue~~e.q at due to. th·e -weatherifl:g ·that ex-
'f,: 
te:n.ds:- t·h:roug·h· the c:or~ ·~:rt n1a:µy of·: bh:e. spe-cimens ·o-f cobble 
s·ize examined in the- cou.rse of fi.eld ·s:amp .. ling:_.. 
CASTNER GLACIER Oastn·er- glac,ier is slightly smallex 





portion of the glacier with an approximate width at the sam-
pling traverse of 1 km. 
The medial moraines of Castner glacier are parallel, 
separated from one another by white ice zones, and are 
dominantly nunatak sourced. 
The topography of tihe $.ur:rotin:dings. o·:f· Cast11e·r glacier 
exhibits mountainqu~: :c-~t.ohment area and a gently dipping 
plateau area $.-urroundi:ng ·the.- tr-1.1nk portion of th.e valley 
glacier s:y-s:tem~., T·h:e p~:aks. :o.:f: the catchme_nt,. ~re-~ are not as 
rugged_. as tJie· ·pe,ak·s -fou.n.d in the catchm.~:n_t :-a,r-e·-~- of Trident 
glacier.. ·The reason fo-r the diff eretrce ·1_-i:,es: :ill the differ-
e:nce.- in li.thologies present in ·the. ·two c:-atchmetit·. ar.eas. 
l'.ri~lent glacier's rug_ged :p.e·aI.cs- are .due to hard: .i·nt.rtfs·i-ve: 
r:o·c·ks while the soft~r ,s.¢hii:f>t pf. Castner glacier,'·s Diountai.ns 





DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 
Trident and Castner glaciers transport a signifigant 
amount of supraglacial debris. This debris is eventually 
deposited at or near the end moraine. The debris is gener-
ated by frostshattering of valley walls in the catchment 
area and is delivered to the glacier ~urface by mass move-
ment. If generated above snowline the debris is buried by 
subsequent snowfall and then reexposed as an emergent medial 
in the ablation zone. Material generated below the snowline 
is carried on the surface of the glacier as medial moraines. 
No matter whe·_re,,, :rela·tive <t.o .snowlin.e., the debri.s is generated 
' 
it shpuld. ·:be .~xpected to undergo. no major changes from the 
.:ang11la,r: ·f r.o~.t shattered con.~i-ti.g;n in which it is delivered to 
-the gla·cier-. :This expectation -i.s due to the commoi1 assump-
·t.ion ·that the .medial morain:e tr·ans_port pr-oc~·~s i_s ·entirely 
pass·ive:, i .:e. , the. deb.ris undergoes no :ab':r:-:as·io.n, or other 
·deb·ris· reworking pr,oces:ses while in t.ransport ., 
te:ri_.stics of the ·debris· t-hereior'e s.hould be:. 
1. HIGH ANGULARITY. 
2. LACK OF STRIATION 
3 . LACK OF FACETING: 
4. LACK OF POLISHING. 
Th·e char-ac-
·- · ..... '. ·· .. ·. 
T.o te.st: this hypothesis the ·medial ·Iilo•raines of Trident 
·and Cast·ner glaciers were :o·b:se:rv~q i·ri .d.etail in this study. 
.·~. 
• I 
Observations showed that clast characteristics of the 
debris on Trident glacier and on Castner glacier differed 
measureably from the expected clast characteristics 
listed above. Most noticeably the debris in many of the 
medial moraines is striated and this was considered 
unusual enough to mer:it- mor.e detailed study and became the 
focus of this studf ... Although, on field inspection the 
de~ris seemed angular in all of the 30 medial moraines 
of Trident and Castner glaciers and f ac.et.ing appeared 
to be lacking, pebble samples .we.:re g·athe.re.d for more 
t·ho·rough laboratory study. 
The characteristics ·of -c:Ia·st. ·s.iz:.e·d d,e·br·is: in ·the. 
zone and terminal moraine :of .Tride1i.t :g_lcicie·r were al~.0.-
studi ed. In the termin.a.1 zo-ne basal .debris :can: h'e.~ome ·a 
part of_ the ablated_ de·br·i_s.: :1o~d- .of· t.h.e. gl·a,cter.. Since this: 
t,·h_e following characteristics are expe·cted :· 
1. STRIATION OF CLASTS 
·2. ROUNDING OF CLASTS 
Si POLISHING OF CLASTS 
4. FACETING OF CLASTS 
D:b:s:erv-at:ib11 indicated that these char:acteristics were 
.: .· .· . . 
i:nd:'eed pres.ent._., however, f ur.t-h.-er· study was necessary in 
order to form a coherent picture of the origin on the modi-




though the presence of striated clasts has long been used as 
an indicator of basal debris transport this sedimentological 
characteristic was also found in the englacial/supraglacial 
4:3 
debris. Evenson (personal communication) suggested attempt-
ing to locate a lithology unique to the basal environ-
ment in order to test basal debris presence in a glacier 
terminal zon·e. 
'The: regio·n· through which Trident glacier ·flows is var-
iable. ·b.oth l.i.thologically ~.nd morphologically. The catchment 
po:rtt:9n .o.f: the. glacier coptri.b\lt.es graniti.c ,a,nd ·.111afic igneous 
' lit.,ho.le>.gi.es, ~et··as:edimentc1.r.y· rock·s, phyll1t·es., :and m·ar·bie": 
A ·oh1or1 te--qii:art·z--muscovite :schis·t appears to .b·e. uniqu·e 
t·o the trun·k. gl:acie:r ·ar:ea (Fig. 2). It is this .odd 
li'thol.ogyi tirti.que to the trunk glacier area of Trtd·e11t. gl,:a-.. 
g.ier, that becomes. t·h·e ·backbone of: t.he te.rmin~l. ~one stt1dy. 
£:or :Triden.t glaci:er···: aec~µse t'his litho·logy Cc3,Il :on.l.y b~ 
~cq11ired .by :b.asal eros:ion .in .f.n a·ny· :sizeab·le ~mo.u.n:t the 
'h' 1 ·• t t . t h. ... t· :·. • . d' • t' ·1· • t·h 1 
.c ... or·1 ~·-qu~.r ·,z·.---tt1J.1.$c:oy1:. e sc ·1$: ·. 1s an ... 111 ·1c:a .·or _ -1.. o ogy 
f.or basal .. d .. ebris cbntribution ttJ t.h·e: term·in·al z·one· .. 
The: use ·of°· an ·ind'icator lithology in determining b.as-a.l ·c·on·-". 
tr:ibution to t:h.e: te:r.minal. z.one o·f the .glacier b·.ecom:tfs excee.d~ 
ingly important: ·:in t·,h·e :·cas1~. of Trident g1aci:e.r· be.cause·: str·i.:a~ 
tion of .cl~ists· .f·ails as a conclusive indicat:or of· ba.sal 
d,_e_bris·· pr.esence in the Trident glacier teriniQ~l z<Jne:. 
Str·iation of· :c1asts was again :fou11d.: among so1ne 9f. £:he 
l 








rfG1 .1 TRIDENT GLACIER CATCHMENT AREA BEDROCK MAP (modffltd from 
NOKLEBERG, 1980). HACHURES INDICATE A BEDROCK LITHOLOGY ALMOST 
ENTIRELY UNIQUE TO THE BASAL TRANSPORT REGIME OF TRIDENT GL 
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medial moraines of Castner Glacier in signifigant amount 
though apparently in smaller quantity than those of Trident 
,, 
glacier medials as a rule. The lithologies contributed 
by the catchment area are rather uniform consisting .mostly of 
phyllites and quartz.;..mica schists as a result the problem 
encountered on the .medial moraines o.f both Trident and . . . ,' . . . . . . : . . 
Castner gl'acie.rs· :i:·~ qne ·of, d·eline:ati_ng possible models for the 
me.d:ial abrasional environment.- that mu·st be assumed to exist. 
. . - . . . - . . . . . 
. - . ,' . ; -. .. .. . . . . . 
This study there£ ore also .~naly-zes ,£·he -medial morain _d·ata. 
i.n order to .determine what abra.s:iona1 :proc.e:s:ses_ are .. re.sp,rJn·s.·i-
1,J~: for -t:he prod:uction of abraded clast.s in ·the 11ied·ial ·mo---





In 1978 Eyles and Rogerson {1978) wrote a paper entitled 
"A framework for the investigation of medial moraine for-
mation: Austerdalsbreen and Berendon glacier, British Columbia 
Canada." It is used in this thesis as a classification of 
medial moraines in terms of both morphology and genesis mech-
• an1sm. 
Eyles and Rogerson (1978) delineate three major types of 
medials which they term: 
1. ABLATION DOMINANT MEDIALS (AD) 
2. ICE STREAM INTERACTION MEDIALS (ISi) 
3. AVALANCHE TYPE MEDIALS (AT). 
All three types of medial moraines delineated by the 
above classification were all found on the glaciers 
studied in thi~ thesis. The three types of medials are 
defined and subdivided as follows: 
Ablation dominant medial moraines are medial moraines 
which require ablation of the ice surface for surface ex-
pression of the the medial moraines to occur. They 
can be generated in a variety of different ways. 
The ablation dominant medial morainal type is further 
subdivided by Eyles and Rogerson (1970) into three subcatego-
ries here termed ADl, AD2, and AD3 medial moraines. The name 
ablation dominant results from the fact that these medial 
12 
morainal typt;.:: all depend on ice ablation to gain expression 
at the surface of the glacier which in turn also im-
plies that the debris of the medial moraines was in some 
way buried by the snow of the glacier. The method and 
location of burial determine the numerical designation of the 
ablation dominant medial moraines. 
In ADl type m.ed,ial moraines the major d.ebris source i:s. 
:be.:low snowline and debris burial under ice occurs due 
to debris fall into crevasses. This model is illustrated 
by Eyles and Rogerson (1978) with a specific e.x--· 
:ampl.e from Austerdalsbreen, Norway, an outlet g-lacier 
ti£ Jostedalsbreen, Nor•ay. Austerdalsbreen is fed by two ice 
falls Odinsbre and Thorsbtfi (Fig .. 3). There is a large out~ 
crop between these i.G~ fal.l~ f:_to~ which mass was·.tag_e 
de.b.ris· is incorporate:d into crevasse.~ at: i:c··e iµatgi_ns-~ The 
:.conf·lue.nce of the ice· f a_lls a.-nd a .ina}or p:ar:t oi the moraine 
·sourcing rock outcr:op .is lt>ca-te·d bel.ow.· :_snowline. However, .du.e 
glacier sur--
'face there .is :no s:upr'agl·aci.a1 medi.al mot·aine immediatly 
visible. Rat,her ,. abI·ation o'f the ·_g·lacier surf ace as the ice 
.. . 
an~ incorporated debris fl·ow· down,var'i1- i.n. ele.vation causes the 
q~-b.ris to become exposed at: th:e :g:laci·er s·ur·face: 'in t:he form 
of a medial with eventual formation of- ·art ice co;r·ed ridge 
~~ debris accumulates and differential abla:tiori begi,.1s: 
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debris cover is lost by lateral sliding of the debris over 
the flanks of the ice core. When a certain minimum thickness 
of debris cover is attained the ice core begins to melt out 
resulting in a topographic inversion in the terminal z.one 
(Eyles and Rogerson, 1978). 
In the AD2 type of moraine the· major so1ir,ce -of ·de~ 
bris is located above snowline and the debri~ i~ buried und~r 
seasonal snowfall in the higher regions of the glacier. 
The debris then reqµires ablation to app~·ar at the surf ace 
in the f·orms ·of· ·media·l moraines. In the'· .ex:·amples from Eyles 
and Rogers.on {197·8) t·h.e. debris septa remai·n fairly thin 
and without a.n ice cored morpho·logy -unt1l: -the,. t.er·minal ·zone. 
is reached, ·where they widen d'ue. to.- melto:u·t of de;eply 
buried englaoial sediment and d.e·b.t.is. and lateral sJi.ding 
d:0,wn dirt cone flanks. 
An AD3 type ·medi,al is one· w.h·ich i:s· ·s·ou.rced from.. a s1ib·~ 
.surf ace due t,o .ab.la·tion.. TJ1is 1.1redi:a,l "I.iiPr.ai:nal ·subtype. 
does not occur- :·on ~-it,her Trfd'ent or :Castner ._glac·iets .. 
Hdwever·., .anqtl1er glac;i.e:r, bri.,ef ly studied in the :cours·e ·of 
~ 
. . 
qur ·i11v~.stigati.on, Gu,lkana glacier, exhibits numerous medial 
imorain-es j_nf'erred to be AD~4 type medial moraines. Al-
thpugh this ,glacier was not studied irt de~ail as part of 
this thesi::; it may'be· t,.f· ·inte·r.est .for further investigation 
of· this type of med:ial ·mor-ain.es., in future studies. 
15 
/ 
In the ice stream interaction (ISi) type of medial 
moraine a surficial debris band is produced at a tributary 
junction. No ablation is required for the medial to be 
expressed at the glacier surface. The ISI type of medial 
moraine can be sourced above or below snowline and 
gains its name from the fact that the medial moraine so 
·.de-s:ignated is the result of the junction of two ice streams. 
Figure 4 shows the general area of convergence of two hypo-
·thetical ice tributaries. An ice engulfed nunatak is the 
:~qurce for lateral debris at the boundary of each tributary· 
wi:t·h. the. nunatalc. The lateral debris on eac:h s:id·e of the 
. - . . . 
11unatak ·.cc:,.nverges at the ice confluence to form an ISI type·. 
- .. . 
me.dial lliorain·e immediately below the nunatak. 
Avalano,he type (AT) medial mo·raines are sourced by 
9g:y· o_f th~ typ~ shown by Fig14r.e :5·. A ·un:ique. avalanche 
:of ·me·d.ial. moraine -ofte·n.. :_st:a:r,ts and ~11qis close· to the snow-
1.ine of t.:he glacier. Ava1anch·e de.bris entr~inmen·t is ·Con~ 
s:1dered shallow in all: :cases of the AT type med.i.~l moraine . 
. istics o.f IIie.d1a.l m·o:rainal debris ha~ ;J;~Stnned that all medial 
mota·in·es: ·have. '.a. common (IS!) origin. :This was adequate as 
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.of the investigation. However, because this study attempts 
to determine how clasts in medials are acquired and modi-
fied it is critical to consider the genetic origin of 
of the moraines. Previous work by other authors is only 
valuable when descriptive enough to allow a determination 
of medial morainal type according to the classification of 
Eyles and Rogerson (1978). 
Finally, it must be mentioned that all lateral moraines 
of the glaciers studied will be viewed as truncated ISI type 
m.o:1~c3,ines for :purposes of this study. This:: ·is possi·ble be-
:cau:s:e l·~te·ral mo.rain,es a sourcing half of a·n IS·I ··t:ype medial 
·moraine ·that'. :h.a~ not ·Ye.t (and never will) emere;:e ·into white 
. . . . 
. ice. beca1fs.e: it: ·is: .f··o.rev:e·r iip.stream from th.e jun~:tJon of 
two: ice ·streams. "The majo.r ·.diiference b·,etwe.en a ·1ate·r~l m<-,-
.r.aj.:ne of: a :gla.ci•e,r ·and the lateral moraine s·o:.u·rc·ing .a:o. Js:I 
t.ype· .m~di.al mor.aine is th.e size of the ice st·te.am. carryi.ng: 
In: the Eyles and B,qgerson (J9.7.8b} pape.r "S·edimen-· 
tology of medial moraines o·n· :Bere.nd.on glacier., :British 
:.Columbia, C:ana.da: Implications .. f·or debr·is ·tr~nsport in a 
glacier:i·zed basin n the author$ .f·oc1=1~.·ed. :qn obse.rvations 
o·f· ·t·he, ~4 PHI to 4 PHI fraction. in t·he, ·d·ebr.is of t·he ·me·d·ial 
. . . 
. . . . . . - ' - . ' . . . . . . .
 
moraines for comparison with. the :sJtme, .siz,~ fr·ac:.ti9J1: 
:debris taken from ·the end. m.ora.ine :of the same 









were not classified by the authors, the description 
accompanying the grain size analysis allows classification of 
the medials as ADl, AD2, and ISI type medial moraines of 
.. 
their 1978 study. 
The grain size distribution s.een in medial sediments in 
comparison with end moraine sedim~nts for Berendon glacier is 
shown in Figure 6 (Eyles and R~>"g·erson 1978b). Medial 
debris is characterized by a l·arger mean grain size in· 
comparison to subglacial -debris. Mean grain size showed no 
dec.rease: ,·dc,wn glacier in .. ;the. medials while basa.lly deposited 
de:bris (t.~r:med lodgement till by the authors) did decrease .in. 
:grain -siz·e in the termipal .zotte ·· Eyles·, ,and Rogerson report 
·tio,nall.y closet sul~glacial de.·b.ris, ·suggesting to them 
t-hat there was· very· ·Iittle c:o.ntact with the s11-pglacial 
e_n·vironment. 
.,,. . In additf9n to grain :si:ze di.stri.buti·on :investigations 
:fl°yle·s· and :Roger~:on. (197.8b) also used scanning. ~lectron 
:microscopy ·t,o· st:udy. the s:urface texture of thel PHI to 2 PHI 
·(. s· ·to "25 IDID) :qllartz :sand fraction. They compared grains 
f:t:om. ·the: :medial moraines of Berend·oil glacier wi·t.h grains 
6011:ectetd from extra glacial s·cr-ees and fresh ro.ck .sur--
f ace.s.. The· .quar:t-z s.and .. from medials showed sur:f.ac:e·. f·:eat:ur:~s 
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HG/' GRAIN s1zE--D1STR1euT10N 
OF DEBRIS OF BERENDON GLACIER 
(from EYLES AND ROGERSON, 1978b) 
zi 
, 
and largely on the basis of this evidence Eyles and Rogerson 
tt 
concluded that passive transport was taking place on Berendon 
glacier. This conclusion is subject to doubt due to the fact 
that quartz sand is hard and therefore abrasion resistant. 
Quartz grains and clasts would cause abrasion when pressured 
across softer lithologies. This in turn means that non-
passive, partly abrasional, transport cannot be ruled out for 
the clasts on Berendon glacier medial moraines on the the 
basis of surface textures of quartz grains. Rather, the 
examination of surface texture of clasts composed of softer 
lithologies present on Berendon glacier and comparison with 
similar lithologies among the extra--glacial screes may be 
indicated in examining for signs of abrasion. 
Boulton (1978) investigated Breidamerkurjokull, 
Glacier d'Argentiere, and Sore Buchananisen glaciers to 
determine the characteristics of the supraglacial/englacial 
and subglacial debris. The study focused on roundness/ 
sphericity and grain size analyses and the results of the 
of the grain size ~nalysis portion (Boulton, 1978) of the 
study is shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. A marked difference 
between supraglacial/englacial debris and subglacial 
debris sedimentological characteristics is seen in the trends 
of the graphed data.. The roundness/sphericity diagrams 
show a lower overall roundness/shpericity envelope for the 
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.. 
cial debris. This result is probably attributable to the 
presence of shearing and abrasion activity in the subglacial 
environment and its absence in the supraglacial/englacial 
environment. The graphs of sediment grain size distribu-
tion show a difference in the amounts of fines found 
in the different environments of transport. The subglacial 
environment shows a large tail in the fine fraction while the 
supraglacial/englacial sediment shows no suc·h .tail. This 
again provides evidence that the subglaci.al .environment of 
the three glaciers contains abrasional -and/or crushing 
inf:lueiices where product:ion of. fin.es is. ac·celetated. 
·1n s.ummary, Baul ton:' s 197·8 study of the~~: .thr·e.e· gl.aci.e·rs 
·s-upports reworking- ·in the sub~acial envi.r·onµi~11t and pas~ 
,s::i.v.e: t-ranspqrt i:11 th·e ·supraglacial/englaci.al eQ.:v.i;ro.nment.· 
So:me .evidence :which disturbs t-his :gen·e.ral~y ord.~rl-y 
t·rans·port environments i~· :s..~eij :in ·ano·t-hel"' st ..udy. by· ::llo.ul:t.(.ln 
( 1978b) in the £.orm of o-b~erv:a,t:f.ons on a: glacier 
in Greenland. 'Bt)ulton ob:ser·ves ·t]J~t s,everal o.f the: bo.u.lder:s 
i'·ound in medials s:ho.w ·s:i_gns (.f a.c.et.~ and. ~.tr'i:ae). of· 
(1978b) hypoth.~siz-es.: the liitiing: of bed parallel (subglac·ia.l 
and therefore pr-ev.ibusl·y abrasionally influenced ) glacier 
.. , 
i,ce. plus id.~·bris ~long: f l.o'."w1ines when the flowing 





then results.-in the·exposure of basally abraded debris in the 
surface of a moraine either immediately on the lee side 
of the nunatak or further down ice from the nunatak due to 
ablation of the ice surface (Fig. 10). This is the only 
mention in the published literature that reports the presence 
of abrasively influenced debris in a supraglacial/englacial 
d·ebris transport environment on a glacier. 
Lawson (1982) reports results similar to Boulton's 
(1978) from his study of Matanuska glacier, Alaska. 
Lawson identi·f ied supraglacial, englacial, and sub-
glacial tr~~~_po·rt· environments. Again, the sedimentt>logical 
characteristics of debris varies with the ·t~~nsport; en~ 
vironment. Lawson (1982) delineates passive supragl-acial. 
and englacial transport environments with litt.J~: t:o no: de-~ 
bris reworking: taking. place and a subgl~cial envi .. ropm_eQt 
·whe-r·e the :debris. shows signs of abrasion. 
D.qm~ck, Anderson, and Kurtz {1978) summariz·e -the· i·o:r_~--
gc>:-ing. sedimentolo~ical work as fallows: 
" .·· .) 1. 
c1r -as supraglac~al debris:, are: ch·aracterized by lack 
.o.f· striations., ··yariab:le spheric:ity ,· and very low 
glacial ·transport. Work on medial mor-aines in 
British :Columbia (Eyles and Rogerson,1978) suggests 
that modification of ~last shapes with longer dis-








MODEL FOR GENERA'710N OF STRIATED CLAST SIZED DEBRIS1N THE MEDIAL MORAINES 
OF VALLEY GLACIERS (from BOULTON , I 978). BASAL FLOW LINES CARRYING DEBRIS LIFT 
- . 
AWAY FROM THE BED OF THE GLACIER ENTTRAINING ABRADED DEBRIS AT HIGHER THAN NORMAL 
LEVELS IN THE ICE. ABLATION THEN EXPOSES THE STRIA TED DEBRIS AT THE ICE SURF ACE AT 
SOME DISTANCE FROM THE SOURCING NUNA TAK. 
·- -·· -·-·----··--·- . 
. . . 
. . 
j' 
tances of travel is unlikely during englacial trans-
port. 
2) Clasts transported in basal debris zones are re-
cognized by their medial roundness, slightly higher 
sphericity, (compared with englacial or supraglacial 
clasts), faceted sides and random striation directions. 
Abrasion, which takea place at the ice-substrate inter-
f~ce-:,_. is the pri1ne :factor in producing these features. 
In order to preserve this clast form, deposition f~o• 
basal debris must be o_f a passive nature with regard to 
the clasts. 
,3} D.e.pos1.tic1n.: of :lodgement ·t·i·l:l ·by actively f lowi·ng 
i,ce produces --~- t·hitd- t:ype o-f c·last character. Th·es.e 
cla.sts :aire· diff/er.~nt. i:n ··t·hat they have high rot1ndne··ss: 
yalue~ ·.and show sJ1bpa:r~lle'l. striations ·on indivi.d:ual 
wh·i.ch t_he subglacial ·deh-r.i.~ is exposed t.o.llowi.~g 
.de:pos1tion. n 
In- 1956 Goldthwa·ite pu·bl:1/shecl -t1 ·pap.er .-.hic·h, 
.i;1:1troduced shear. zo·nes ·as 'a possibl·e mechanism 
_for lifting ·subglacially entrain.e·d ,d.ehris i11to. :higher· -~.n--
·and even supraglacial positions i:1( the' ·t~.rIB-i·n·al z:orte o:t t.he-
glacier. The evidence £:o.~- thi.s mechanism was personal obser-
vation of such shear· planes {Goldthwaite, 1956). Thi.s mech-
t.tn:isJD for enf,.rairtment of subglacial de.bris into higher levels 
. 
I 
within the glacier was subsequently developed into a major 
mechanism of debris transport and deposition in the terminal 
zones and end moraines of glaciers by Koteff (1975). The 
evidence for the existance of this mechanism on the the part 
of Koteff (1975) is by inference from deglaciated 
areas as the result of observing a large number of basal 
striated and shaped clasts at high levels within end 
• moraines. 
The shear· plane model is shown pictorially in Figure 11 .. 
The basic idea c·en.ters around the idea. that planes 
oi ·d:iscon·tinu~t:y .dev:e.l·ope: in the i_ce .. i·n the: termi·nal zones of-
.. g:la·eie.rs wh.i .. ch act as thrust ·f au·lts. Ice shears against 
ice: an.d in the plane of mqve~ent rock debris of all si'z·:e·s is 
carr:ie:d £:r·om the glacie.r-:f1oor· interface to much higher· el.·e.~ 
vati·ons· i:n t:he gJacier. The: s·ub.glacially reworked ·d'ebris is· 
then released at· the glaci·er· surface .. by ablation. 
1,. m.et.hod fo·r .t·es .. ting th·e .shear .p·lane model was .d.evised: 
b.y· :Ev·~ .. nspn. :(p~rsJln.al c.ommtin.i.cation.) ·and r.equires a g1ac.iai1 
s.yst·em .in ,w·h·i:c;h a litho.19.gy un.iq4.e, to the. subglacial e.n.vi,r·on--· 
··nte:n:t c·an be. delineate.cl ·(Fig. :12) . 'fhe lit·hologic· mix. 1n. t.he: 
t'he debris of the end moraine. I£ a large amount of basal 
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SHEAR PLANE MODEL OF KOTEFF ( 1975). stEA, PLANES ACTING LU<£ 
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of basal debris into high levels in the ice. If little basal 
debris is found in the higher elevations of the terminus 
then there was no high elevation entrainment of basal 
debris in the particular glacier in question and therefore 
the shear plane model of debris entrainment is not at work in 
that particular glacier system. Striated clasts are not used 
as an indicator o·f basal debris presence· because field ex-
perience on Alaskan glaciers pointed out the real possibilty 
of: --signif igant contributi.on of striate·d: clasts by the supra-
g}acial/ englacial transport e11v·ir.qnment of some glaciers. 
The origin of· debr·is incorport1,t~·d in. the ·terminal zone. 
:of Alaskan valle-y g.la.ciers i,s ca:ll~d j.nt·o question by 
:Evenson (per:so11al cotJiinu:ni·cation}: i·n ·ter:Jns: of· the possible· 
dominant i_n-f l-ue.11<:'e o·f o·v:e:rr·iden :eiutw.ash, incorp·qr~ti,Qn o:f 
ice matg:inal alluvial fan material and inclusion of valley· 
:.-sii.d·e s:lope wash debr-is (FIG. 13) . Van Hus en's 1980 study 
.prqvides some evidence for th.i.-.s idea from a deglaciated 
... ·, 
e,ny:_ironme:n-t· :b)'- irtte·r:pr·e.t-i-n·g so_m~ of the overridden debris 
.in. glacjal depos:its ·to ·be all.uvf.~l faA :ma·te:rial which 
was subs-equently g:laci.ally overridden··. Arry IIlaterial which 
o-ri:g{n~ll:y was patt- o·f a flowing wa-ter .envir·onment and 
t:h·en- is o.y·~riµd~p bJ" .flowing ice. s.hou:l_d: .sh.o:w cl}· mtich higher. 
round:n¢ss: -t.h;;i,p. the roundness normally assoc:ia.t.ecl with. re-_;. 
working of debris in ·the 'basal transport r·egion of the 
' . 






in the terminal lateral fosse environment of Trident Glacier 
and this area will receive ·further attention in a later 
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ILACIAL Ell> MORADEi Atm TIIIIINAL ZONEI ARC OF IEN -IUUtOlllD 
BY tffl :TWATD ENVIROIIEffl OF DFl'IIENT T'iPEI. TtE8E ENVIRONMENTS 
MAY CONIRIBUTE DEBRIS TO TIE EN> MORAINE Atl> TERMINAL ZotE OF TtE a ACIER. 
. IEVENSON. personal OOl'lllllllcatloft ). 
, 
,. 
••. ~ . • i' 
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
The questions to be examined in the course of this 
thesis are all focused around observations of sedimentary 
characteristics of glacial debris. These characteristics 
include li tholgy, striati.on, -roun.dness, and pattern of 
o.ccurrence. Debris of two .glaci:ers' medial moraines 
and from one terminal ·zone .is .examined with the major 
emphasis on def.ining proces~;es acting. o.n the debris 
during tr~n·spqrt in the me.cii:-a.l moraina,l ·environment and. 
origin of debris contributed tQ the termi~al zone~ 
MEDIAL MORAINES The questions applicable to the-. f>.·tudy 
of the medial moraines. of: Tr.i.d:e_nt, g:lacier and .Cas.t.ne:r _.gl-a--
ci.:et are as f:o·llow-: 
_l) IN WHAT CATEGORY OF GENETIC TYPE DO THE MEDIAL MORAINES 
OF THESE TWO GLACIERS FALL WITH REFERENCE TO THE EYLES AND 
ROGERSON (1978) CLASSIFICATION STUDY? 
. ./' 
2) WHAT ARE THE SEDIMENTOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
CLAST SIZES AMONG THE MEDIAL MORAINAL DEBRIS? 
3) WHAT MODELS OF GLACIAL DEBRIS TRANSPORT IN MEDIAL MORAINES 
CA.N BE CONSTRUCTED BASED ON THE NEW DATA? 
/. 
·., ~·· • ' • -· !a 
4) WHICH OF THE TRANSPORT MODELS BEST EXPLAINS DEBRIS 
CHARACTERISTICS AND APPEARS TO BE MOST APPLICABLE TO 
THE DIFFERENT MEDIAL MORAINAL TYPES OF THE EYLES AND 
ROGERSON (1978) CLASSIFICATION? 
.5): ·ARE ANY MODIFICATIONS TO THE EYLES AND ROGERSON (1Q78) 
·CLASSIFICATION NECCESSARY IN LIGHT OF THE INFORMATION 
GAINED FROM THIS STUDY? 
The:se questions provide a P.~s,.ic-: framework for the exam~· 




... ·· .. 
CLASSIFICATION.OF .MEDIAL MORAINES 
TRIDENT GLACIER Trident Glacier medial moraines are 
depicted in Figure 14. It is obvious from this figure that 
most of the moraines of this particular glacier result from 
the confluence of two ice tributaries around a nunatak and 
are of the ISI type· ::in the Eyles and Rogerson (1978) 
classificat:ion. They are designated with the letters ISI in 
Figure 14. In most instances, the nunatak sourcing the ISI 
medial is below the Trident gl. snowline. In some few cases 
the sourcing nunatak is above snowline. A f·ew of 
the moraines labeled as being ISI medial moraines are in 
fact somewhat questionable. They apparently originate at the 
confluence of two ice streams above snowline and yet the 
:.medial is somewhat dependant on ablation for ~rurf ace ex-
p·:r.e,ssion as well. A few of the ·:medial mor:a.ines of Trident 
.Glacier are sourced by lte.adw..all :prbj:ect·io·ns. ·aild rely heavily 
·on a,b:1-ation .f·o.r t'he 111edi~J ·morcl.i:ne: ·to b·Ef ex}>c,:se·d ;:at ·the 
glacier surf ace. As such they are labele·d as AD2 ·morai:nes 
in Figure 14. No ADI, AD3, or AT type medial mo,ra·ines were 
identified as present on Trident Glacier. 
CASTNER GLACIER ISI .and .AD2· medial mora1nes were iden-
.. . .- . . ' . . . . .... 
·tif ied as present on Castn:er, Glacier (Fig. 15). The same 
·reasoning as for Triden·t G'.la·cier was used in defining 




son (1Q78) classification ... Castner Olacier··a.lso· shows no 
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MEDIAL MORAINE CLASSIFICATION FOR TRIDENT GLACIER WITHIN THE EYLES 
AND ROGERSON ( 1978) SCHEME. 111. DIVIDINI LINE BETWEEN Ill NG AD 1 fPE MEDIAL MORAINES 
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CLASSIFICATION OF MEDIAL MORAINES ON CASTNER GLACIER 
WITHIN THE E'·YLES AND ROGERSON ( 1978) SCHEME. 
--• SNOWLIIE 
FIELD AND LABORATORY PROCEDURE 
FIELD WORK - TRIDENT GLACIER An inve'stigation 
·O.·f Trident Glacier was made to delineate medial moraines. Me-
:dial moraines were differentiated on the basis 'of lithologic 
uniqueness, morphology, and :se.paration by white ice.. Sample 
sites were then established ori each moraine .along a line of 
traverse chosen for easy access·ib.ilt.y· and separation of. me-
dial~·-· Narrow medial moraine:~· w,i,.th rela·tively sparse 
debris conten:t we.r·e assigned o:n.e· s~_ple site per medial 
while broade.r mo·raines with a h.ighe·r, ·debrJ:s con·tent ~re 
assigne,d· two and: in one case t·hree-:, :sample sit,;e·s; per moraine 
.A cobble striation. an.d lithology field: ·c·ount of 50 
rand:omly selecte.d cobbles· was. accomplished at each medi.al and 
.e.n·d: mor~ina·l s~mpl~: :site .wi·th-in a· 3 .s·quare meter are.a- .. 
·Th·e ·ct·:iter-ia us·ed in cla.~_s·5..:Jy::i~ng a :cobble as s.tr:i·a.ted 
l 
1) STRIAE WERE REQUIRED TO BE AT LEAST 3 CM IN LENGTH 
IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED A VALID STRIATION IN 
THIS STUDY. 
2) IN ORDER FOR A CLAST TO BE CONSIDERED STRIATED THE 
CLAST HAD TO SHOW AT LEAST TWO STRIATIONS OR GOUGES. 
3) WHEN LINEATIONS WERE OBSERVED IN THE COBBLE SAMPLE 
STRIATIONS WERE ONLY RECORDED FOR THE SAMPLE IF THE 
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STRIATIONS WERE OBSERVED TO BE MARKEDLY OFF THE PARA-
LLEL OF THE OBSERVED TREND OF THE LINEATIONS. 
:Cobble size ranged from 10 to 15 cm. Lithologies were iden-
tified only in terms of the general categories of granite, 
phyllite schist, metasediment, marble, and mafic igneous. 
Pebbles were collected at each sample site in groups 
o:f 50 pebbles and were bagged for later laboratory analysis . 
. . 
The' pebbles ranged in size from 2 to -3 cm and were gathered 
in close proximity to the cobble sampl·e sites. 
The terminal zone of Trident Glacier is a recent-
:l·y d.~posi ted, stagnant, ice cored mass of debris which 
adjoins an o·lder, (Holocen·e?). age; vegetated end moraine. 
The terminal -zone was. _samp-le.d:., r~ther than the old-~r e-i;id ·mo~ 
raine,. :due ·t.9 the fact that most of the surface clasts of the 
.-e-nd' 'moraine showed enough weathering to mak:e their original 
l:ithology ·uni dent if iable. ·The terminal zone was sampled at 
its· ou·t.er:r edge .at th~ lc;>west elevation attainable which 
i:II m:any c.as~- proved to 'be: the surf ac_e: of the terminal 
zon·e. clue ·t.o .obs.tructic>rt- .of the. :b.as_e o:f :t_he t·e:~pii·nal zone by 
t·he a.b.butting Ho1:ace_ne.: e·nd. woraiite.. A_pproXiJDa.tely 600 m in-
,tervals were us.ed .. in <S~IIlp·ling. the te.rmin·al ione. Cobble 
counta·.., .:p·eb·bJe: .samples and EMD saDiJ?les: we:r.e taken using the 
.·same- samp:ling techniques as w.~r-e .desctibe.d for the medial 
~btaines of Trident Glacier. 






reconnaissane.e-- -sampled- i-.-e-.-only 11 -of th.~-· full complement·· · 
of medials was sampled using the ICE S.T.R.EAA.M. technique. 
The terminal zone was not sampled. 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE - PEBBLES The pebble samples were 
•ailed back to the laboratory at Lehigh University from the 
study glaciers. The pebbles were examined for lithology, 
striation, and ·r.o.llnd.ness. Both measuring methods and visual 
<>bE;er.vati.on we·re used in :d~scribing the pebbles of each sam-
p:le, :a_n.d the- :r_e:s.u.1ts of th;e.se analy~is .are displayed in the 
-se·c·tio·n :·on DATA ... 
. '' ... ',. . . . . . . . - -
Pe.bble: 1.ithol.ogi.es w.e.re .. examined ·visually and rec-c>rded: 
in t·e·rms o:f ge_neral litho.logy :cat.e·gories for Trident Glacie_r 
·,Be:bble.- sa.mpl:es·.. ·The. c~t~·gpr}e~ o-i ·ii tho logy found, in·c.llld~: 
;grani ti:c· and. maf ic- ig:ne.ous,: :-:met-asedime11ts, phyllite schist_., 
. ·• 
. . . 
. 
,~nd: ~hlor·i-te-~quartz·"-mU:Sco.vi te sch:ist:. 
the .indfvidual .clast·s whi:ch apparently :turn abo,ut :their 
ovtn ax--is. or ot·he.rwi~.e shift posit.ion to avol.d ·b:ei.ng_ held .. 
·and :s_ttiate:d. tn: t·he. abr:as.~.o_n_a:l. envit.ortuient: that c~u:ses :s_ig-
ni.f i,gartt striation in larger more easily he.ld cobb:l.e..~ .. 
The Krumbein scale (1941) was utilized ·in the ·determin-
ation of roundness of the individual peb·bles of each Trident 




employs templates which show groupings of pebbles of· 










. . SUBROUNDED ROUNDED 
. WELL ROUNDED rtG, 1.'1 "' AN EXAMPLE OF THE TEMPLATE USED IN DETERMINING PEBBLE ROUNDNESS ON TRIDENT GLACIER (from KRUMBEIN, I 941 ). 
DATA 
The data of the following section is presented by 
glacier and in the form of tables. 
TABLE 1 
TR 1 .... 26% 
TR 2 .... 08% 
TR 3 .... 07% 
TR 4 .... 15% 
TR 5 .... 00% 
TR 6 .... 18% 
TR 7 .... 00% 
TR 8 .... 00% 
TR 9 .... 00% 
TR 10 ... 07% 
TR 11 ... 00% 
TR COBBLE STRIATION DATA 
MORAINE NUMBER VS% STR~ATED COBBLES 
TR 11.5.00% 
TR 12 ... 00% 
TR 13 ... 00% 
TR 14R •. 00% 
TR 14L .. 00% 
TR 15R .. 21% 
TR 15L .. 12% 
TR 16 ... 35% 
TR 17 ... 02% 
TR 18 ... 00% 
TR 19R •. 07% 
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TR 19L .. 16% TR 30 .. 07% 
TR 20 ... 00% 
TR 21 ... 02% 
TR 22 ... 00% 
TR 23 ... 00% 
TR 24 ... 34% 
TR 25 ... 15% 
TR 26 ... 00% 
TR 27 ... 04% 
TR 28 ... 00% 
TR 29 ... 00% 
TABLE 2 CASTNER GL. STRIATION DATA 
MEDIAL MORAINE NUMBER VS% STRIATED COBBLES 
CA 1 ........... 10% 
CA 2 ........... 02% 
CA 3 ........... 00% 
CA 4 ........... 00% 
CA 5 ........... 00% 
CA 6 ........... 10% 
CA 7 ........... 02% 
CA 8 ........... 00% 
CA 9 ........... 00% 
CA 10 .......... 00% 
CA 11 .......... 00% 
No data is available on the remaining unsampled medial 
moraines of Castner glacier. Castner glacier was sampled as 
part of a reconnaisance study and this meant that only 11 
of Castner's medial moraines were used in a brief look at the 
glacier to determine its further usefulness as part of ICE 
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TABLE -3· TRIDENT GLACIER MEDIAL MORAINE.LITHOLOGY DATA 
In addition to striation data, lithologic data was also 
tabulated for Trident glacier. Castner glacier was only de-
scribed in broad categories in terms of lithology. The 
f:ollowing abreviations are used in the table of Trident 
glacier lithologies: 
GQS = Grey· Q11artzose· ·s.chist MI = Maf ic Igneous 
GPS = Gr~y.Phyllite Schist MBL = Marble 
BRS .- J3r_9.wn· Rusty Schist CQMS = Chlorit,e~-quartz-mu~covi:be. 
VQ = Vei·n Quartz s~hi~t· 
GI = Graniti:c· Igneous GG = Ga·n . itic Gneis·s .. 
MG = Maf ic Gnei:s·s:, 
BRS VQ GI MI MBL CQMS GG MG 
90% •.• 06% •••. 04% .•••• ·• ·• •' •· ..•...... ·• •...... ·• •....••..••. ·• .;, .... •· ...... •· ,• ..... 
.. . .• . . . : · .. 
84% . .. 06% . ... 06% . .. 02·% .. .. :~ ., .. ··~ :•. ·:· . •. ! ~: •.• ~- , •. ~·· .•: ~ • •. ! .• -~ •.•••• •· •.•• : • 
86% . . . 12%-.. ··: ... : ......... :02%: . . •: ........ it •••..• it .• , .•••.••• ·• •.••.•• , ••.••••.• ··• •. , ......... .
' • • • • • • • . • • - ' • ' • • ', '• • . • • • ' • . "' - .•· • I • • , ·, ' • ·, : • 
5:7%: ... . · . .. ·04%.· . . •· .. . :37% ... .. 02% .. ..... : ................ , ..... : . '•· ........... •: ....... •· .. 
. . . . . - . ' . - . . . . . ' . . •. . . . . . . . . .• . . . . ; . . : . . . . - . : 
·1·6%· .•. .•..• 08·%: ...... : ••. :.1:6%·: ..•••... :. •: ....... : • · .•..•••..•.•.•....•. '• •.. · •..•.••• •· ..••.••• •' .. , .•.•.•.... 
• . • ••• ·• • , • ' '. • . , . . • .. •. , . •· ••. . • .-. - .•• - . • .. • r. •' . . •• , -. 
9'4% . . . 02%'. .. ...•.. ;02%: . .. ·02%·. . . . .... :• •. : ... • ..... :-· ... ·" .•:· .. ii ·.~ •. ·•: ~. : •.. • •. -~ . • .•. ~. -~ • .. • .•. :~ 
88% . • . 02% • • • . .. . . . . . 08% . . . 02% .• . ... : ·:.,. • . .• • · .•· ...... •' ... • •.. :• :• .,., ........ : .•: .•. ::• .... • .• •. ,•. •·· •· 
08% . • • • • • • • . • 88% •.• 04% • • . . • • .•.••. •: ... : ••.•..•.• · ·; •. ·• • · •.•..•. •'· •: ·•· ... ·• ... • .•. :~· .• •: ..... , .•.· 
7 6% ••• •· • . • • • • • 20% ••• 04% . • . • • • • • ·.;.:: .: ...... · ••... ·• •: •. ·• ... ... •.. • .. ...... ,i· ........... .-~ ...... •: .•. 
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TABLE 3 (CONT~) -
REF GQS •.. GPS • • • • BRS • . • VQ . . • . GI • • •• MI ••. MDL •. CQMS •.. GG ... MG . . 
TR 10 58% ••. 02% .•.. 36% •.••..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TR 1 lR 60! •.. 04% .•.. 24% •.• 06% .•• 02% .••..••• 04% •••••••••••••••••• 
TR llL 71% •.. 04% .•.. 21% ... 04% •••..••••..••. 02% •••••••••••••••••• 
TR 11.5 14% ... 06% .... 02% ...••.••. 76% ••...••..••.•••••••• 02% .••••• 
TR 12 22% •......... 02% •.. 04% ... 64% ..•..••..••••.•••••. 02% •••••• 
TR 13 2 6 % . . . 02% . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . 7 0% . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • . • • . 02% . • . • • • 
TR 14R 26% ... 02% .... 08% ...•..... 56% .....••...•..••.••.. 16% .••••• 
TR 141 16% . . . . . . . . . . 08% . . . • . . . . . 58% . . • . . . • . 08% . . . • • . • . . 10% . • . . • • 
TR 15R 44% .......... 02% ... 06% .•. 46% ......•..•.•••• ~ .•.. 02% ...••• 
TR 15L 20% ... 06% ......•... 03% ... 67% ..•...•...•.•.••••.. 04% .••••• 
TR 16 32% •.. 52% .•.. 10% ... 04% ......•.•...•...••..•.••.. 02% .•.••• 
TR 17 10% •......•.. 35% •.. 04% ... 04% ... 45% •.....•.••••......•. 02% 
TR 18 04% ... 02% .•.. 12% •........ 04% ... 76% .....•••••••..•...•. 02% 
TR 19R 16% •.. 10% .•.. 16% ............•.. 54% ........••••..••..•.. 04% 
TR 19L 23% •.. 33% .•.. 20% ... 04% ..•...•.. 18% ....••..••.• ·· .••.... 02% 
TR 20 08% . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 40% • . . 50% . . . . . • . . . • • • . . 02% . . . • • • 
TR 21 04% ... 02% .•..•.•...•..••. 22% •.. 72% •.....••.•...•••.•.•••• 
TR 22 02% .......•..•..... 04% ... 22% •.. 72% ........••.•...•..••••• 
TR 23 04% •.. 08% .•.• 02% ... 02% ... 26% •.. 58% .........•.••....•• ~ •• ~ 
TR 24 18% •.. 54% .•.. 02% ...•...•. 08% •.. 18% .........•.•.•.•.•.••.. 
TR 25 02% •.. 14% .......... 02% ••. 14% ... 66% .....•...••..•••.•.. 80% 
TR 26R 02% .......•.••••.•.•..... 18% ... 80% .....................•. 
.. 
TR 26M 06% •.••••••.. 02% ......... 10% ... 80%. ·. ***VOLCANIC** *02%* * * * 
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TABLE 3 (CONT.) 
REF GQS ... GPS ...• BRS ... VQ .... GI •... MI ... MBL ... CQMS .•. GG .•• MG. 
TR 261 04% ... 02% ................ 02% ... 88% .. ***VOLCANIC***04%**** 
TR 27 10% ........................ 22% ... 76% ....................... . 
TR 28 10% ... 02% ••.. 04% ......... 30% ... 54% ......................... :~ ... ~ ~· ..•..•. 
TR 29 02% . . . 02% . . . . . . . . . . . ,:. . . . . 16% . . . 80% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.. • •.· .. . •:· 
TR 30 08% ... 04% .. : ..... 04.%:: .• •: .•• 02% .•• : ... 1,2% ... 62% ......... 08% ....•. ·: •: ..••..• 
... -........ 
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....... ·-· -·- · - TABLE 4 - . . . ... TRIDENT GLACIER 
. ... 
PEBBLE ROUNDNESS PERCENTAGES 
ANGULAR= A, SUBANGULAR = SA, SUBROUNDED = SR 
MORAINE# A SA SR 
TR 1 . . . . . . . . 10% . . . . 48% . . . . 42% 
TR 3 ........ 34 ..... 52 ..... 14 
TR 5 ........ 14 ..... 66 ..... 20 
TR 7 . . . . . . . . 5 6 . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 08 
l TR 9 ........ 76 ..... 18 ..... 06 
TR llR ...... 66 ..... 26 ..... 08 
TR 11.5 ..... 56 ..... 40 ..... 04 
TR 13 ....... 66 ..... 24 ..... 10 
TR 14L ...... 28 ..... 58 ..... 14 
TR 15L ...... 28 ..... 30 ..... 42 
TR 17 ....... 44 ..... 32 ..... 26 
TR 19R ...... 40 ..... 34 ..... 26 
TR 20 ....... 14 ..... 36 ..... 50 
TR 22 ....... 24 ..... 36 ..... 40 
TR 24 ....... 14 ..... 28 ..... 58 
TR 26R ...... 36 ..... 36 ..... 28 
TR 26L ...... 38 ..... 42 ..... 20 
TR 28 ....... 36 ..... 52 ..... 12 
TR 30 ....... 30 ..... 38 ..... 32 
MORAINE# A SA SR 
TR 2 ........ 10% ... 42% .... 48% 
TR 4 ........ 10 .... 49 ..... 41 
TR 6 . . . . . . . . 34 . . . . 5 2 . . . . . 14 
TR 8 ........ 68 .... 30 ..... 02 
TR 10 ....... 63 .... 31 ..... 06 
TR llL ...... 67 .... 27 ..... 08 
TR 12 . . . . . . . 7 2 . . . . 20 . . . . . 08 
TR 14R . . . . . . 46 . . . . 44 . . . . . 10 
TR 15R ...... 40 .... 38 ..... 22 
TR 16 ....... 18 .... 36 ..... 46 
TR 18 . . . . . . . 22 . . . . 40 . . . . . 38 
TR 19 L . . . . . . 14 . . . . 3 6 . . . . . 50 
TR 21 ....... 26 .... 44 ..... 30 
TR 23 . . . . . . . 34 . . . . 44 . . . . . 30 
TR 25 ....... 16 .... 32 ..... 52 
TR 26M ...... 36 .... 44 ..... 20 
TR 27 ....... 36 .... 58 ..... 06 
TR 29 ....... 48 .... 52 ..... 04 
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MODELING GLACIER DEBRIS TRANSPORT: 
THREE A~PROACHES TO MEDIAL MORAINE CLAST TRANSPORT 
The following section is a discussion of th
ree 
diverse approaches to modeling debris, espe
cially clast, 
transport in the medial moraines of valley 
glaciers. The 
first model presented here is the classical
 model and is 
based on the medial morainal clast transpor
t data availa-
ble prior to this study. The second model, 
the down-ice 
model (Evenson, personal communication), is based on 
preliminary field study during the course o
f gathering data 
for project ICE S.T.R.E.A.M .. The third model the up-ice
 
model, (Boulton,1978) was developed in the course of 
an 
investigation by Boulton of an outlet valle
y glacier in 
Spitsbergen under presumably cold based con
ditions. Jt 
is investigated here for its applicability 
to presumably 
warm based valley glacier medial moraines. 
The down-ice 
and up-ice models are named for the most im
portant 
point of difference between the two models. 
In the down-
ice model the transport generating striation
s requires a 
below snowline lateral fosse. Striations c
an only be 
generated down ice from the snowline or poi
nt of topographic 
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-,.·~--~~-- -~ - ; ••· ~ • n • TABLE 4 TRIDENT GLACIER 
·' 
,. "! ~ • ·• 
.. --
PEBBLE ROUNDNESS PERCENTAGES 
ANGULAR= A, SUBANGULAR = SA, SUBROUNDED = SR 
MORAINE# A SA SR MORAINE# A SA S·R 
TR 1 . . . . . . . . 10% . . . . 48% . . . . 42% TR 2 ........ 10% ... 42% .... 48% 
TR 3 ...• ! ••• 34 ..... 52 ...... 14 TR 4 . . . • . . • . 1 O . . • . 4 g . . . . . 41 
TR 5 .. ·:·· .... 14 ...... 6~ ••..•. 20: TR 6 ........ 34 .... 52 ..... 14 
·TR: 7 ..••..•.... 56 .. ~ .. 3 ...... 08 TR 8 ........ 68 .... 30: ..•.•. 02 
TR g . . . . . . . . 7 6 . . . . . 18 . . . . . 06: TR 10 ....... 63 .... 31 .. r •• 06 
TR llR ...... 66 ..... 26 ..... 08 TR llL ...... 67 .... 27 ..•... 08 
.. 
TR 11 . 5 ..... 56 ..... 40 ..... 04 TR 12 . . . . . . . 7 2 . . . . 20 . . . . . 08 
TR 13 .....•• 66~ .... 24 ..... 10 TR 14R ...... 46 .... 44 ...•• 10 
TR 141 . . . ... 28 . . . . . 58 ..... 14 TR 15R . . . . . . 40 . . . . 38 . . . . . 22 
TR 151 ...... 28 ..... 30 ..... 42 TR 16 ....... 18 .... 36 ..... 4& 
TR 17 ....... 44 ..... 32~ .... 26 TR 18 ..•.... 22 .... 40 ..... 38. 
TR 1 QR •••••• 40 ..... 34 ..... 26 TR 19L .... , ... 14 .... 36 ..... 50 
TR 20 ....... 14 ..... 36 ..... 50 TR 21 ....... 26 .... 44 ..... 30 
TR 22 ....... 24 ..... 36 ..... 40 TR 23 .. ~ .... 34 .... 44 ... ~~30 
TR 24 . . . . . . . 14 . . . . . 28 . . . . . 58 TR 25 ....... 16 ... , .. ."32 ..... 52 ·- . .. . . . .. • .... •. 
TR 26R ...... 36 ..... 36 •.... 28 TR 26M ...... 36 .... 44~··· .20 
TR 26L ...... 38 ..... 4.2 ..... 20 TR 27 ....... 36 .... 58 ..... 06 
TR 28 ....... 36 ..... 52 ..... 12 TR 29 ....... 48 .... 52~·· .. 04 
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MODELING GLACIER DEBRIS TRANSPORT: 
THREE APPROACHES TO MEDIAL MORAINE CLAST TRANSPORT 
The following section is a discussion of three 
diverse approaches to modeling debris, especially clast, 
transport in the medial moraines of valley glaciers. The 
first model presented here is the classical model and is 
based on the medial morainal clast transport data availa-
ble prior to this study. The second model, the down-ice 
model (Evenson, personal communication), is based on 
preliminary field study during the course of gathering data 
for project ICE S.T.R.E.A.M .. The third model the up-ice 
model, (Boulton,1978) was developed in the course of an 
investigation by Boulton of an outlet valley glacier in 
Spitsbergen under presumably cold based conditions. It 
is investigated here for its applicability to presumably 
warm based valley glacier medial moraines. The down-ice 
and up-ice models are named for the most important 
point of difference between the two models. In the down-
ice model the transport generating striations requires a 
below snowline lateral fosse. Striations can only be 
generated down ice from the snowline or point of topographic 
53 / 
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inversion of the ice surface. In the up-ice model striations 
can be generated either above or below snowline since no 
convex ice surface generated lateral fosse is required for 
striated clast production. 
Several figures provide the focal point for discussion 
:and comparison of the three models of clast transport with 
:regard to the actual data for Trident and Castner glaciers. 
They are numbered as follows: 
Figure 17: Data for Trident glacier (Striation) 
,) 
Figure 18: Classical Model for Trident glacier (Striation) 
:-Fig·ure· 19: Down-Ice Model for Trident glacier (Stri.ati.on) 
:Figure 20: Up-Ice Model for Trid:ent glacier (Striation) 
Figure 21: Data for Castner glae·ier (Striation) 
Figure 22: Classical Model for Castner gla.,cier (Striation)· 
·F-ig.ure 23: Down-Ice Model for· Castne-r g1.a~ier (Striation) 
F.ig:ure ·24: Up-ice Model f o·r Cas.tner _glac'ie-r (Striation) 
Figur·e ::2:,6: Classical Model for Triden·t glacier (Round·ness) 
Figure 27; Dow:n-Ice Model for Triden:t glacier (Roundne,ss) 
Figure 28.: Up-Ice Model for T.tid·ent glacier (Roundness_} 
In all c.a.S·e~· ,medial mqraine.s: exp.e:ct_ed to contain st:r.iate·d 
.or ·rounded c.:1~$1:;S are highlighted in red. On.l,y· striation 
of cobble p:erc;.entages greate·:r than 5% were considered 
·ge·ologically s.ignif igant in the case of striation. In the 
case of rounding, those medial moraines containing greater 
54 
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Fi&.1,7 MEDIAL MORAINE CLASSIFICATION FOR TRIDENT GLACIER WITHIN THE EYLES 
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than 20% subrounded pebbles were considered worthy of 
note. 
MODEL 1: CLASSICAL MODEL In the classical model for 
debris transport in medial moraines only passive transport 
is taking place and as a consequence clasts in the 
debris of .glacier medial moraines should. ·show the following 
:sedimentological characteristics: 
1) HIGH ANGULARITY (lack of rounding) 
2) NO STRIATION OR TOOLING 
The medial debris transport envir.oninent is compl.etel_y 
la·cking any type of abrasional o,r ~:he~ring envirorunen:t :.ac--
.cording to this model. In the case of 
,the classical model none of the moraines of ~JlY of'· the study 
,glaci:ers is high-1igh~·ed because no rounding or: striation of 
clasts· is .expected as a direct consequence of. th~. model 
-(Fi.gures 18, 21, and 26) . 
When the ·red medial m_orai-ne.s :oJ· Trident glac·ier 
~triation data are compa_red1 with highlighting of 
Tr:i.den.t gl_ac.ier medial moraines in the c.lassical model a 
striking contrast i-s immediately in evidence (Fig. 17 and 
18) . This indicates t·hat t_he classical mod·el cannot 
accurately explain th·e clast reworking processes present 
among some of the medials of Trident gl:acier. This is 
corroborated by the difference among·: h.ighlighted and non-
highlighted medial moraines when comparing the Roundness· 
Data for Trident glacier with the classical model applied 
to rounding of pebbles for Trident glacier (Fig. 25 and 
Fig. 26). The reworking of clasts is much higher 
than expected from consideration of the classical model 
for Trident glacier. 
Castner glacier's s.t·r·iation: data. (Fig.21) also shows 
considerable variation from ihe ~esults expected for the 
class·ic:al model (Fig. 22) . Th·e clast reworking again 
.. 
is, .a't, ·a :hi-gher level than expected and indicates the pre-
:se··nc~ of an· abrasional environment of transport present 
am9,ng s·ome .of the medial moraines of ho.th Tr-ident an·d 
·Castner glacier. 
MODEL 2: DOWN-ICE MODEL Assumption:s: :u·nd,erlying the 
down-ice model are as follow: 
1..). ,A .. late:ta1 ·f osse exists bt:fl:o.w snowline· between 
the ~latier arid the; ~ide: of th~ m~di~l m6raine .~ourcing 
nunatak (Fig. 29). ~ 
2) The- lat·er,~l _lo:~:.se ,abqve men..t-i,oned c.an. be a- :sheat-~ 
-ing .e .. nvi:ronment :due to the· Dlove~e.n:t Qf th_e f l_owing glacier 
ice· p~_s_t ·th.e hard stationary surface of .. the nunatak side . 
. 3) :c1as·ts: falling i-n·t·o the lateral :f<>~:~~ may become 
:rou:ncle·d: or .striated. throug·h the shEra.,r:ing act.i:.Pn. of ice and 
.t.he; use· of· e,n .. tra.i,ned firmly embedded t.ool:ing ·s·tones, and/or 
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The down-ice model is therefore a model hypothesizing 
the possible existance of a medial morainal abrasional en-
vironment of clast transport down ice from the snowline of a 
glacier immediately next to the nunatak sourcing an lSI type 
of medial moraine. Figure lQ shows the consequences of this 
model as applied to striation of cobbles on Trident glacier 
medial ·moraines. A good correspondence is immediately 
tisible between Fig. 19 and th~ striation data for Trident 
gl:acier (Fig. 17) since ne·ar'.:ly .all .. of the medial moraines 
c.'ont·ai11:ing st·riated c·o.bb:·l·ef>. .on Tr.id~nt glacier are genera-
·te_d. :by nuantaks with ·a-. ·1o·ng. ·b~low· .s·n<>wli11e s.urface area . 
.. T.he .st\llle sort of patte.r.n i.·s ·visi.b.le among th~· ~edi:·al mor.ai·nes 
o·f C:~s·t~:e.r• .gla,cier (rig.. 21 ·and Fig. 2··3) :an;_d: th·e.rEtf:o·re 
tihe· pic·torj_·al :comp~~ison indicates that t·he fit of." t:h·e-
down ice model t.o th·e ·s.tr.iation data :is' .qui-te go<>d-... 
The overall !.it of the pe,bb.le. rc>"ut1ding; da.t·a f o·r Tr·i_d:ent 
glacier (Fig. 25). to.: th·e. r.e:pr~s.eD:fiation. o:f· the down-ice 
model for pebble.- r.outrd."tng o·n: Tr'id~_:µt,: glacier (Fig. 27) is 
. 
, .. 
alsq .f·a·irly good... The ·t.o.undi·ng :d~t~ doe~· show one point 
of disagreement, however, in th·e area 0£: ·niedi_al moraines. 
TR 17 and TR 18. The· ,generating: :out·crop is loca·te.d 
dominantly abov~ snow:li.tie· an··d. ·yet ·a: signif igant level. ·o:f! 
pe-bble rQ\l:n_ding. i.s: irt e·v::i.denc·e. in ·t.he data th.at would 




Evenson (personal communication) outlined a testable 
consequence to the down-ice model which is explained as 
follows. There is the decided possibility that a straight 
line relationship exists between distance in transport of 
clasts in a below snowline lateral fosse and the ;ercent 
of striated (or alternately rounded) clasts present in the 
=~edial sourced by that nunatak fosse. This author uses 
rounding of pebble data for Trident glacier in constructing 
the graph intended to test for the the straight line rela-
tionship expected as· a consequence of the down-ice model. 
Th{.s ·is due to the f ac.t that roundness is often more litho-
·1ogy independant due to :the- :f ac·t ·that igne.ous clasts are 
found in the subro.u·nded: condition in nume·rous occasions on 
T·riq_e:11t, glacier· whef.eas ·striated igne·o.us: cl.a.st.s are very 
·rare.:. Rou:ndness .is ·the,re ·.fore a more sensitive. indicator 
01. the-. pr.esenc.e. o.f :~n abras::i.onal :e:nv:.ironme_nt t·han stria.ti:oii 
of :c_l:as.ts ._ :Figure 30 deni'onstrate·s· a .Pa;rt.ial :stJ·aight 
·11ne· t~e.lat1onship b·etween rounding. and clist,~p;ce in trans-
:port in· the latera-1 f osse when maJor Is1· medi.al moraines 
ai~e .g;:taphed. Some of the .grttph·ed points are off of the 
:tren.d line of· t·he :gra.p·h:;. all of these a-ilc>'molous points 
:r.~p·r.~·~eri·tirtg: Tt.ident :g1ac·ier tnedial moraine pebble rounding 
::ip.pe.ar to ·th·e. high s:ide .of· the trend. The conclusion drawn 
from this graph i:s- ·t:hat .ov'er·all the graphed data supports 
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transport·for the ISI medial moraines of Trident glacier. 
In addition the graphed data's anomolous points suggest 
that an additional abrasional environment may be present 
to allow for the higher than expected reworking of pebbles 
in the medial moraines represented by anomolous points 
(TR 16, TR 24, and TR 25). 
MODEL 3: UP-ICE MODEL Assumptions underlying_ ·the .up~ 
ice model are as follow: 
1) In the up-ice model entirely subglacial, basal 
flowlines are brought to the surface or near to the surface 
by flow around the sides of a nunatak, (Fig. 31). 
2) Cl:as·ts and ·debr:i_s ~ntrained in the ice (due to fro-
zen base conditio.ns:?) ·along the above mentioned flowlines 
arrive at or near the surface of the, glacier along with t_be, 
f lowlines which w.~re.ly represe.nt their ttan·sport path.~ 
3.) The .c.la~ts: of t·his model r~re striated :and rounded 
due -to. having .spent· part of their journey thr"<>ugh the gla-
'Ci.et in the basal .s·bearin-g: :env.i.ronment. 
The consequence:s·. ·of th~ up-i~e model are· shown applied 
tp st1~iat-ioii in the ·two study glaciers in Fig. 20 (Trident 
·g:,lapie-r) and .Fig. 24 (Castner glacier ) . The up-ice model 
.is overall not i-n :good agreement with the d~ta (Fig. 17 
and Fig. 20) since a great many more med.i.a,l moraines are 
expected to contain reworked clasts as a consequence of 





The up-ice model may serve to explain some of the pebble 
rounding data encountered as anomolously high to the 
down-ice model previously. Anomolously high data points 
to the likely existance of another type of abrasional en-
vironment in addition to the down-ice model abras1onal en-
vironment. There is, however not sufficient data to 
conclusively state that the up--·.ice model indeed fills_ th'is 
gap (Fig. 28). 
























MODEL FOR GENERATION OF STRIATED CLAST SIZED DEBRIS lN THE MEDIAL MORAINES 
OF VALLEY GLACIERS {from BOULTON , 1978). BASAL· FLOW LINES CARRYING DEBRIS LIFT 
AWAY FROM THE BED OF THE GLACIER ENTTRAINING ABRADED DEBRIS AT HIGHER THAN NORMAL 
LE'.'ELS IN THE ICE. ABLATION THEN EXPOSES THE STRIATED DEBRIS AT THE ICE SURFACE AT 










CONCLUSIONS: MEDIAL MORAINE STUDY OF TRIDENT GLACIER 
AND CASTNER GLACIER 
The foregoing analysis of the down-ice model and the 
up-ice model with respect to the classical model and the 
clast data for the two study glaciers allows certain 
conclusions to be drawn about the nature of medial morain:al 
debris transporting environments particularly where the 
clast sizes are concerned. They are given as follows: 
.l:) T:he .. JDe.di:~l mor-aine.s of Trident .g:lacier and Castner 
g··1ac.ier as a rule fi.t :the ISI type of medial classif ica-
tibn of Eyles and Rogerson (1978). A few of the medial 
moraines fit into the ablation dominant (AD) category 
--~nd; :a-r·e-, re.c."cignizeable as such f.rom air photos . 
.. 2): Tq·e ~aj.ority of m:e.dial -moraines on Cas·tner glacier also 
f. i:t i~te> the ISI :des-ct.·iption with a few AD 1nedial moraines 
p,lai.ning the .debris tr.arisport e.nvironment= _of the major-
·ity ·:of me.dial m·o_r.·,1-i11~-~ -o-n. ·T·r·ide.i1:t and.: Cas-tner glaciers. 
4). r·he ·consequences of the ·d·own-:-":i.ce ·model -as apr,lied to 
t:he dehr·:is of !SI type m~d.i:al:s t,f. the kind found on Trident 
glaciet demonstrates the probable need for a subdivision in 
t,h-e classification of this type of ISI medial moraine 
76: 
I category. The designation ISil is ·suggested for ISI type 
medials generated by nunataks located entirely above snow-
line. Debris of this type of medial moraine tends to show 
only sedimentologic characteristics of freshly frost shat-
tered debris with high angularity and lack of striation as 
the major aspect. The designation IS12 is suggested for 
medial moraines sourced by nunataks showing a signifigant 
below snowline area. These medial moraines show a nunatak 
- . .. . . . . . . . . . ' ... 
side lateral f osse of considerable exte.nt which when filled 
:with a.striation amenable mix of lithologles shows consid-
erable striated debris. The clast size debris of an 1$12 
type of medial moraine is likely to show higher than normal 
rounding in a11Dost, every case when compared with the 
same type of debris in •the i:reshly frost-shattered condition. 
77 
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TERMINAL ZONE SEDIMENTOLOGICAL STUDY: 
TRIDENT GLACIER 
The terminal zone of Trident Glacier has been described 
in an earlier section of this document in some detail. The 
. 
purpose of this portion of the study is to pursue the 
following lines of inquiry:_ 
1) TO WHAT EXTENT ARE STRIATED CLASTS PRESENT IN THE TER-
MINAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER? IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT 
INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF STRIATED CLASTS IN THE TERMI-
NAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER WHEN COMPARED WITH THE OVERALL 
PERCENTAGE OF STRIATED CLASTS FOUND IN THE MEDIAL MORAINES 
AS A WHOLE? 
2) CAN A SUBGLACIAL INDICATOR LITHOLOGY BE FOUND AND USED 
TO MORE CLEARLY DELINEATE THE PRESENCE OF A SUBGLACIAL COM-
PONENT IN THE TERMINAL ZONE OF TRIDENT GLACIER (EVENSON, 
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION)? 
3) WHAT LEVEL OF ROUNDING PREDOMINATES IN THE TERMINAL ZONE 
ENVIRONMENT OF TRIDENT GLACIER AMONG THE PEBBLE CLAST SIZES? 
IS THE LEVEL OF ROUNDING FOUND AMONG THE TERMINAL ZONE 
PEBBLES LIKELY TO BE ENTIRELY GLACIAL IN ORIGIN OR ARE OTHER 
PROCCESSES SUCH AS MELTWATER ACTION MORE LIKELY TO BE RE-
SPONSIBLE AT EACH OF THE SAMPLE LOCATIONS? 
7-g: 
. "- . 
-~ 
.. 
Question (1) speaks to the broader concept of debris 
.( 
transport in a terminal zone environment and adresses 
the hidden assumption that terminal zones are in gen-
eral composed largely of subglacial debr·is transported to 
higher levels in the ice by one of various proposed mech-
anisms or models (Koteff,1975). Striation of clast 
s.ized debris is generally used as the major criteria for 
pr-esence of subglacially reworked debris in a terminal 
:,z:c;)'ne location. Where striated clasts are found, subglacial 
a,b·rasional processes are assumed to have modified the 
'_in_at:~rial in_ -quest-ion·.. Rounding, f_aceting and a large fin_~ 
ft.actio·n among the fine grained d,ebr·is are -also -used to 
a ·1;es~3°er exte·nt to delineate a subgl_~cial G,ompot1ent in. -d:ebri:~--
q:·f· g;.lac:i:er·s-.-· -Striation is. used .he·r:e with ·the- catrhio·naty 
:1;1q:i,_~-, .howev_et· ,.: that. :mo.r·e· than a few of the ·m.e.d-ial. inor:ain:es- of 
tl'ri-d-ep.t :glacier are cC>nt.ributing striated ·clast- s·i-zecj debri:s: .. -
-Thi-s _med.~al morairta.l :input must be. scr.:ee.-ned ·out- b.efo.re the-
_d:e.c.i:s_ion can b.e -urade whether there· ·is- .an ·actu:al $ubgl~c.ia1I 
:·compone:n-t pr·~sent in the termin·c3-l_ ·z-on.e· of Triden-t glc1.cier. 
t-tib11tion to- the- termi·nal ·zone of· Tr-ident Glacier was 
suggested by· :_E\r-e·nso-n (person:al CO'IJ)IDllnicatJ.qn) prior to the 
1980 field season. The method consists .. of: using available 
bedrock maps (Knockleberg, 1980) to locate the existance 









glacier exclusively, ·The map used is· reproduced· in·Plate 
1 (Knockleberg, preliminary bedrock map, 1Q80) and shows 
a lithology labelled chlorite-muscovite-schist which strike
s 
perpendicular to the trunk portion of Trident glacier and 
and only outcrops supraglacially in the vicinity of medial 
moraines TRI and TR30. Sampling of medial moraines in 
the beginning portion of this study confirms very minor 
supraglacial debris contribution by this lithology, on the 
order of 6% in moraine TR 30. If this lithology is found 
among the sample pebbles of Trident glacier terminal zone 
in .a. percentage sign if igantly greater than 6% the reason~ 
:b·l.e c:onclusion will be t·h·at it was contri·buted f·n the 
.stibg1acial load of the glacier. 
Question 2 adre~ses. the u.s]~ -·of roundi.ng in det·ermin--
ing the relative inf 1.ue_p,ce., ·.bf the g-lag-ier abr.as·ion ·process-
versus the f luvial me:ltwater pto.ces.·s Qn. cla.st sfi.e d·ebris 
:~-t various locations in th·.~ t·erminal Z9:Ile. The· .gr·~~t-er· 
the· lev·el cif: rounding in· a. ·:~et· grou_p· :of·· cl.~s.t:s the mo:r;:¢· 
1i.k:ely it is· t·hat water was t)h~ domiitant,. ag.ent of· inf..lµence 
ot1 :the clas:ts or clasts. :Env:ironments i.n which ·the eith~r 
should then ·not ·ht~ -d-if f·icu,ll:, to delineate in the terminal . . . . . ·- . . ·. . . ;. . . . . . - . .. . - . . . . ' . . . . . . . 
.z:o_n:e. o·f t~h-~ glacier·.. The overall motive is to determin:~: 
... 
tpe: .. de_g:ree tq. ·which meltwater reworked clast depo.sits have 
.b~eil incorp·p:r:ated ·in the overall glacial load and to spec-
80 
·- -·. ·- ~ .• --::- .• ·, )::"" f, '· :·~ ·, -· • .., '!' ~~ ._, ~~-f ;;_ • ·, 
. , 
ulate on the origin of this debris. Evenson (personal 
communication) is of the opinion that there is a reasonable 
meltwater generated debris component in many of the world's 
glaciers which originate as outwash, slopewash,or alluvial 
far1 debris inwash which the glacier nose subsequently bull-
dozes into the gene:ral s·hape o.f an end moraine but has 
actually suffered very little glacial transport~. Some·: 
.• . . ·. 
substantiation. f=or this view of glacier terminal zone 
end moraine~. i·s :f·o:tirtd ·in a paper by van Husen (1980) in 
which the .. strat'igra..p·hy· o.f a deglaciated area is found 
to contaiin· incq;rpora.,t.ecl alluvial fan material. Th·.e study 
on Tri·.den·t: glacier s:am..ples in t·he terminal zone, ·which, 
.. 
-as ·Di.ent:ione.d: e.ar.l.ier:1 :appears to be a stagnating debris: :and 
:5.::q.e c.omp·lex. It· .do·e.s· not take place in the actµa;·:l ·q·eposited 
-e-1,d .. mqr·ai.ne. .A·s s.u.ch debris contribution oth~r th_an by 
g:lacial a.ct:iq11 is not likely .. ~· ·S1.opewash··, -alluvial fan debris 
:and ou.t:wq;sh- ar.·e. ~lJ Qqt presen.t suf·f ici:ently clo.se to the 
:glaci.er ter.m1na·l z·qne to make incorporation ·.in large 
.amounts li.ke·l.y·. ·T:he, .lateral f oss~s ·woul.d· b·e ·mos:t. ltkel·y-





ANALYSIS OF TRIDENT GLACIER TERMINAL ZONE 
TRIDENT GLACIER Cobble striation in the terminal zone 
of Trident glacier is displayed in pictoral form in Figure 
32. Cobble striation percentages at all terminal zone samp-
ling sites are seen to be of roughly the same order of magni-
tude as cobble striation percentages for the medial moraines 
of Trident glacier •. ·Thi:s rules out- the- .use of striated 
·cobbles as a conclusiv-e· i:n~ic~tcrr of the; presence of 
·a subglacia1 co:1i:tr:j.but..:i·9n in th:e· termI11a1 ·zone since the 
medial mota.iilal con:tributi.on of: st·ri.ated. cobbles cannot .. ·: . . -.... ' . .. . . .. . . ' . . . . . - . . 
·b.e. defir1i~jve_ly d:e·lineate.d. and scr·eened out. A lithologic 
i.ndi.c:a·to.r unique to t:he subglacial .environment then becomes 
:th~ n'ext avenue of ·approach in ·at·tempting to ascertain the 
prei~ence of a subglacial contri:but,ion- ·to, the terminal zone 
oi Trident g_lac.ier. 'Su.ch ·a l,_ithology ex.ists in the form 
o_f chlo-ti·te:--mtiscovi te-scliist· as· ·shown in the map by 
:J(nock-leb.e-rg (1980) in Plate- l. ,wh:ich st.tikes: _pe:r:pe11dicular to 
-the t·ruhk o·f the glaci.er :1 .. n th;·e v·:ic·in:it:y· of th~. ~ed_ia.l 
mbrain.e. samp1:i.ng traverse. Chl-orite-m"tisco.vite-s·chist· is . . . . 
. . - . ~ . . . . ·... '• . . ,• . 
f.·o-u-nd .in, :extremely sparse amot1ntS' among the .,medi.al morainal 
pep}?.1:e samples. 6% of this li tholo~y is- found ·.in medial 
mqraine TR 30 pebbl-es. By contrafft a ·signif igantly larger 
,pe.rcentage by several orders of magnitude is found in the 
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nal zone of Trident (Fig. 33). The extreme difference in the 
amount of this lithology found argues for its contribution 
for the greatest part by the subglacial transport zone of 
the glacier. The actual percentage of subglacial contri-
bution is difficult to ascertain by this method other than 
to say that the contribution appears to be sizeable. 
Although only relative contribution can be determined 
f-·or basal debris as opposed to supraglacial/englacial 
=.d.ebris ., it is still possible to graph the pattern of occµ:r,.., 
rence a! the· basal debris ih ter~s of% occurrenc vs. el-
vat:ion (Fig. 34) ~, .When this is done it. can be se.en that 
.basal debris reach~s its maximum in sampling· sites located 
elevationally at the base of the terminal zorie. Basal debris 
.dl·.~~ out rapidly in .contr.ibution ~t ;h:igh·e·r :.·~levations in the 
tecr.·mina·l zone.. Thi:s basal debris d:istribution argues ag·airi'st 
·t.h:e. shear· plane model of Kotef £ (19.75) and ·Goldthwaite (lQ56) 
.as ap.plicable ir1 t:hi~: glacial system .. 
Why then .d,id. thi$ contrib·uti:ort h.Y the b:a;se ,of· th.e 
:glacier to terminal z·on.~ d:e~br;i:s·· package n:ot. appear evi--
:dertt i·Ii the examination of' st.ria~ecl clast di~·bri:s·? ·co.n-
tti'but.i.on• by the sub.gl·ac:i:t;t·l l..o·acl ·()f ·t.he· ~lac.-.i_er ap:p.eare.d 
unimportant\ ·when examinin:g tlris· ,factor due to the I·aclc: ctf' 
··.~ .s·Jgni.f igant in·crease i.n t'l1~: pe:rc·~JJtage of striated cobbles 
over that· :p·etcentage of :s:triaiteq ·cobbles contributed by 
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ution to this dilemn1a is suggested as follows: 
1) There may be a factor inhibiting the formation of 
striations in clasts at the base of the glacier. That 
factor could _take the form of excess meltwater floating 
the glacier a substantial enough percentage of the time 
to make it difficult to bring weight to bear on tooling 
,stone_s ac_ting Oij st_riatable li thologies. The result 
:WOti"ld be a minimization of the str.ia.tion producing abra-
• s1on process. 
.. . 
2-·)· .. ' ;-· .. Some evidenc·e: exists in ·the Trident glaci_e.r sut~rounding 
·-. 
e.nv_ironment that mel twater is available in abUtidan·ce and 
-.al·so that the ·.groundwater -tabl·e- is quite clos:e t·o_ the sttr~-
:f.ace. Conditl.ons_ a;r.E:r swam.p.y--, aµq clas.ts. of the_: ol·de·r de-
posited end moraine ,are: hig-hly -~h~m.ic·ally ·weather·ed:. 
. . .. . 
3): Addit.i.ortal evide.nce .. ·_e.x"ists ·t:hat :p.re:ss,1rizat:ie>:n :o:f th-~-
Mat,~nus·k-a g'Iaciet ·wher .. e g.lac·ial fountai:ns· with groundwater 
bul>bl_ing up u:nder pre.s·sur-e .tan b:e ·,s:e_eii in- the te.rminal zone 
pf. t·h·at. g·i~cJer. The te<:rminal zone ·of -thi-s: _g:I:acier· be:ars 
.inv~sti_gation: -·t9 dete:·rm.ine whether the-re. might h·e. a lower 





4) ·Another possibility is.that the striated abraded de-
bris of the terminal zone basal layer is being obscured -
due to massive input by supraglacial/ englacial debris. 
The dilution by supraglacial/ englacial debris may be 
on a scale that makes observation of basal debris input 
extremely difficult when using the striation criteria. 
Th.e. -~bov·e. theory is a poss.ible explanation for the lack 
o·f .s:i.gn·if igant inc:rea.~e· o·f striated cobbles in the terminal 
z;o'ne ... of Trident- .glac:ie:r.· ·when compared with medial morainal 
·c'011tribution· in: a glac}e.r considered to have a substantial 
subglacial ccfnt.ribu·tion due to l.ithologic indicator present 
i_n .abu,ndance. The o··bservat.io·Ii of groundwater under pres-
::s:ur·e at Matanuska glacier J'urther raises the question: Is 
·gro·undwater pressurized:: injection of sediment dikes into 
drumlins occurring at the. margins. of continental ice sheets 
(Evenson, personal ·cqJlll[lun:i·catipn)·? 
The . terminal. :·zone: of Trident .g:laci.e;r- .c·a-11 b·e :_d:ivici·ed· 
,into :se~ve.ral distinct environment~ b~_sed ·QJl peb,ble ro:und~ 
·ness data as: portr:ay·ed: in Figure .35. Fluvial in.fluen:ces 
aJJpe·ar to be. dominant in the environment to e.ither .. side 
:c1f t·he- .t.e·.rmina-1 .z.one in what is of ten called ·th·e lateral 
:fq~;se.s (not· to: be·· .confused with the nunatak side lateral 
,f'.os·ses of the medial. morainal study). These f asses may 
:be ·mel twater channe·ls at s.ome point in Trident glacier 
88 
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history, however, no meltwater was in evidence in them during 
the 1980 or 1983 summer field season. The other possibilty 
is that there is an inwash of material from the side slopes 
of'the glacier presupposing that this distance in transport 
is long enough to produce the degree of pebble rounding 
observed. Since that presupposition is we·ak this author 
favors the idea of the lateral fosse of Trident glacier 
a:s an intermittent mel twater channel with the higher 
.rounding of pebbles due to the. flow of glacial meltwater 
'.through that region at sqme.· r,e:c·eot point in the glacier, s 
h·istory. l'hi_s is· 'suppo:,rt,e~i.. by wh·at appears to be a ra-
ther: :si.zeable stream ·:in· the r1ght side f ~sse (f·acing up 
-ice) in air -p-ho:t.o.gr:~phs ·taken. :d·ur:ing the decade of the 
1960's. 
Th.e ·tne·dia1 po.r:tion: :of ·the no.se ·of t·he ,glac:ier .ex,:~ 
. . 
hibits the r-.o.unding .as.so·ci~teq. w:i.th entirely gl~cial 
. ' 
tr·an.s:po.rt. T.·~~ ·pebb.le fractic;>n- is· Jargely highly angul-ar·:· 
:r,h~r~- ·is no· ev·ide.nce f:or the i:I1cqrporation of short t.e.rm 
gil..aGiaJ·l.y bu:lldoz:ed Jna;t.e_rial with a previous .f luv.ial ·hl:s·:-· 
to.;ry ·in t-his s.egm_ent of the: gl·a.c:ie:r terminal zcJne. 
CONCLUSIONS: TERMINAL ZONE OF~TRIDENT ·GLACIER 
t. 
TRIDENT GLACIER The following conclusions are possible 
:as a result of the data analysis in the foregoing study: 
· 1) There is a subglacial debris contribution of signif-
igant size as ascertained by the presence at the terminal 
zone samp·le sites of a l·ithology unique to the subglacial 
debris package of the glacier. This subglacial debris 
input could not b.e located in the percentages of striated 
c·ob-b.l~f> .of ·the te-r·minal z.o.ne sample: sites . No sign if igant 
·~· 
in.crease. over the medial rriorainal striated clast debris 
i~put c.an be observed;. The actual percentage of subglacial 
d.Efhr_:is .input is: di.f ficul t to determine with accuracy 
ho.w.ever a reaso·nable estimate might place the _proportion 
Q::f'· ~tibg:lacial d-ebris ·at 20 to 40% of t.he ·total deb-ris: of· 
.2). ·rhe a.va.:i.la.ble .. data· does n.crt: ·in-tr:_1ns.ic.a1.ly provi.de a 
reason -f P:r t,he f·atlu~e- ·to detect a -subg-lac·ia.l .contribution 
via- t-he st.r·i'ation :method. ·Geologic :re-a;soning· h.owever pro-
The suggestion ·ta,k,es th~· f:'qrm :o_f :the hypothesis that the 
groundwater table ·b,eneath Trident glacier may be high 






over a signifigant enough time period to considerably re-
duce the striation generating ability of the subglacial 
abrasional environment. The Matanuska glacier is suggested 
as a location for further investigation of this hypothesis 
due to the easily observable high pressure, highly saturated 
groundwater table. The terminal zone of an ice sheet pre-
sents another viable alternative for further study. 
3) The shear plane model of Koteff (1975) and Goldthwaite 
{1956) is probably not operating on Trident glacier due 
to the 'bas~I debris distribution seen when the input 
O':f chl·o:rite-qu~:rtz-muscovite schist is graphed. Very little 
d'eb.·ris of basal origin is noticed at higher elevations in 
this particular glacie.r :S_ystem. 
4) Mel twater· channels are ,de'line·.ated to either side: oi ·the 
Trident glacier termin.al .zone. in the :lateral f osses due. to:. 
the abtior~allj '.high rdtinding of pebbles encountered the~e~ 
Tli,~ .n~~e o:f th:e glacier where the 1 termin-al zone abbut·ts the 
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